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. , "·<.'~'::'cited state yields (3.344±.OOB):MeV. These.values dif~er significantly from : ~ 'those previously accepted, and since they provided energy calibrations for '." measurements on a number of light nuclei, appropriately reVised results are ":" .:' quoted for the mass excesses of 2~ and 37ca " as well as for the energies of . '··:~>;~,::.:the second excited state in BB and T = 3/2 states in 7 Be , 2~a and 37
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' " ,,",', -1- . '., 10 .: ..... of the mass of C, and the energy of its first excited state.
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10 There have been three previous measurements of the ""ass of C, and these are summarized in .
. ing chamber., The exact.angle at which the beam intersected the target ·was .
"measured using twclumincus, foils, cne at, the.target pcsiticn,' and the cther <',::,::,;',/'\' .
:70 cm downstream. 'The beam energy was inferred,frcm measuring its range in . ";,\;;:~:~, .
.~ ,,": ; aluminUm.
Reacticn prcducts were detected in twoindependentccunter telescopes . . :t.,' .'.~. ,"::;'
, " " " " 1 , . ' . ,., ~ ' :.
,\ .:
. . . ,.,', siliccn AE transmissicn ccunter and a .·3.0 mm' lithium-drift siliccn E ccunter .
•
, ,,<' operated in cCincidence, fcllowed by a 500 j.L li thiUm.-drift siliccn E-reject
. '.' ·r .
• , ,', ~. ... \ r;:
• /.'
• . ' . f '>/., . ccunter operated in anticcincidence to. eliminate lcng range particles. T h e ' ' ' '
) " , '
, ,10 '.;," signals frcm these telescopes were fed to. Goulding-Landis particle identifiers" :.-,
'. prcducing cutput signals characteristic cf the particle type, and the ccrre~ ..
spcnding energy signals were routed acccrdingly into 1024-channel grcups cf a ' , ~, .
4096-channel analyzer. In' additicn to. the telescopes, two. single 1 mm "mcnitcr"
ccunterswere mcunted at e lab = +27.5° and -18.0°.
the telescopes and mcnitcrs was abcut 0.25°.
The angular rescluticn ct . 10 ' of C peaks relative to those ;' 11 ,from, C of about 10 keV per degree, and thus, if the Q-valuel for the pro-.
, 10 duction of states in C are to be determined by comparison with known states 11 ' , '.in C, a preCise knowledge of the laboratory angle must be maintained. Con- 
"respectively. For, this reason, an integration of the elastically scattered, " "
. particles, monitored frequently throughout a run, permitted a continuous sen-' . . ',' ;;;' angle excursions were detected during any of the experiments.
As a further precaution, in two runs spectra were recorded with counter telescope 1 set at the same nominal angle on opposite sides of the beam, while telescope 2 remained fixed at 8 1ab =,-60.1° to detect any significant beam energy change. It will be shown in the following section that the peak energies extracted from these runs were consistent with the independent determinations of the laboratory 'angle.' Additional spectra using the enriched boron target were 2 also taken at 8lab = +18 • .3° and -55.2°, and for comparison, a 500 flg/cm natural boron target was bombarded at the same energy., A spectrum from the latter target, taken at 8 1ab = 22.7°, is shown in Fig. 2 .
.. ,,:., ", . observed, in our spectrum of Fig. 1 and by comparison with Fig. 2 it is evident that they can be, adequately accounted for as being entirely due to these states' 11 10 in C. Thus, the tentative assignment of states at 5.0,3 and 5.60 MeV in C should be dropped .
The earlier values for the masses of the ground and first excited states ... , , ,.", 10 of C were used'in determining the energies of analogue states and certain
.' mass excesses for a number of light nuclei. Thus} the results of these measure-, ; " 10 ' ments must be changed to take account of the revised C masses. ",' .
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, This measurement was of the excitation energy rather than the mass excess; , , ' .
•. it has been converted using the. 'best value for' the ground-state mass excess . """', 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work.
Neither the United States, nor the Com~ m1SS1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:
A.
Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or 8. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.
As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor.
